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Abstract—A major research subject in image databases is to support efficient and effective access to images
based on their visual content. In color image databases, this requires to support image retrieval by both
global and local chromatic features. Image retrieval by color regions is complicated by the fact that regions
which are requested in the query should correspond to relevant colored regions in the retrieved images. In
the following we present the PICASSO system, which supports image indexing and retrieval based on
colors. The system exploits a pyramidal representation of images. Multiple descriptions of image properties
are created at different levels of resolution thus allowing effective retrieval through specific queries as well as
imprecise ones. ( 1998 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved
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1. INTRODUCTION

The emerging of Multimedia as the new technology
and the possibility of sharing and distributing image
data through large-bandwidth computer networks
have emphasized the importance of tools for retriev-
ing visual information. Image databases are now cur-
rently employed in an eclectic range of different areas
such as entertainment, art history, advertising, medi-
cine and industry among others. In all these contexts,
the main problem is related to the need of an efficient
access to image visual content. Generally, the visual
content of an image should be intended as what hu-
mans remember after looking at it for a couple of
minutes. It may include shapes of relevant objects,
color distribution or color patches, textured surfaces,
or the arrangement of visual elements on the image
plane.

Conventional attempts to cast visual features into
textual keywords(1) have been far recognized to be
inadequate in indexing pictures. In fact, the minor
expressiveness of text with respect to visual features
does not fully exploit capabilities of human memory,
and items retrieved through a textual query could not
be relevant at all for user’s expectation. This is
the reason why retrieval based on visual content has
been identified as the means to overcome this modal
clash.

The relevance of visual elements depends on the
user’s subjectivity (which is not known in advance,
when the database is created) and on the context of
application (which is known, instead). To cope with
user’s subjectivity, specific criteria need to be de-
veloped, which are able to manage imprecision and
lack of knowledge about image content. The fact that
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the context of application is known in advance, in-
stead, can drive the choice of pattern recognition
algorithms and functions that must be included in the
system. For example, spatial arrangement is relevant
to a doctor examining a heart section; color arrange-
ment is important when looking at paintings, but the
presence of particular color tones or the disposition of
color patches on the canvas will be better remembered
by an expert than by an occasional user.

Generally speaking, an efficient system for retrieval
by visual content should be able to

(1) provide a query paradigm that allows users to
naturally specify both selective and imprecise que-
ries;

(2) define retrieval facilities that are meaningful for
the context of application;

(3) define similarity metrics which are satisfactory for
user perception.

Querying by visual example is the interaction para-
digm that exploits human natural capabilities in pic-
ture analysis and interpretation. It requires that visual
features are extracted from images and used as in-
dexes in the retrieval phase. Querying by visual
example allows imprecision and incompleteness of
expression, by letting users draw a sketch of their
memory of the image (for example colored shapes
arranged in a specified pattern). Interactivity with
visual content is essential to visual information re-
trieval. In retrieving visual information according to
its perceptual elements, one cannot expect that results
obtained in response to a query are fully satisfactory.
The traditional technique is to improve the quality of
retrieval by keeping as low as possible the number of
misses—at the expense of a larger number of false
retrievals—allowing a form of interaction called rel-
evance feedback. In this way, the original query of
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the user can be refined or changed on the basis of the
retrieved pictures.

In recent years, prototype systems have been
proposed which implement retrieval by content from
image databases by addressing different facets of
the informative content of pictorial data, such as ob-
ject texture organization,(2) shape similarity with vis-
ual sketches,(3~5) semantic relationships between
imaged objects.(6~8) With the increasing availability
of devices supporting acquisition and visualization
of color images, a growing attention is also being
focused on chromatic features.

In the following, we present the PICASSO system,
developed at the Visual Information Processing Lab
of the University of Florence, Italy. The system is a
framework including facilities for image indexing and
retrieval based on shapes, colors, and spatial relation-
ships. Only color retrieval facilities are discussed in
this paper. For retrieval based on shape and spatial
relationship the reader can refer to.(5,9) Concerning
colors, the system supports both retrieval by global
color similarity and retrieval by similarity of color
regions. Shape, size, and position of color regions are
considered as optional features that the user can select
in the query.

2. COLOR-BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL EXPERIENCES

Previous experiences in color-based retrieval essen-
tially address two kinds of problems. The first con-
siders the problem of finding database images whose
color distribution is globally similar to that in a query
image. In this problem, the user’s interest lies on
the chromatic content of the whole image. What is
represented in a picture has no particular relevance.
In painting databases, for example, this kind of
query could help in finding paintings of the same
author, or of a certain author’s period, or percept-
ually similar paintings. The second problem is con-
cerned with finding a certain object in a complex
scene, using as clue its chromatic properties. The rest
of the scene is not relevant for the user’s purposes.
Only the presence and location of the object are
interesting.

Image retrieval based on global color distribu-
tion has been formerly proposed by Swain and
Ballard.(10) Image color distribution is represented
through color histograms, which are obtained by
sampling the color space, and counting the number of
pixels falling in each discrete color. Color histo-
grams have the property of being invariant to transla-
tion and rotation. They change smoothly when ob-
jects are partially occluded, or when there are changes
in scale and angle of view. Retrieval is performed by
evaluating the intersection between the global color
histogram of the user-provided example and stored
images.

The QBIC database system(11) also evaluates
similarity of global color properties using histograms.

A weighted distance measure is used to evaluate the
similarity of color histograms. The RGB color space is
reduced to the best 256 colors, extracted by consider-
ing the mathematical transform to Munsell coordi-
nates of each of 4096 initial color levels, and hence
performing a clustering operation. The distance
measure considers a weighted cross correlation be-
tween histogram bins. Weights represent the extent to
which two histogram bins are perceptually similar to
each other. A. K. Jain and A. Vailay in(12) used both
color and shape features, analyzed over the entire
image. In their system, the query is formulated
through an example image and retrieval is accom-
plished by a similarity measure based on the image
color histogram and edges.

A few authors have allowed retrieval of images
based on similarity of color patches or objects. This
is due to the inherent major complexity of this kind
of retrieval. Searching for localized color regions,
which may correspond to relevant objects, requires
to use effective algorithms to locate uniform
color regions. Moreover, it needs more complex data
structures to represent color image properties,
and more complex algorithms to evaluate perceptual
similarity.

In(12) images are partitioned into blocks of equal
size, each associated with its own local histogram.
Similarity matching considers adjacency conditions
among blocks with similar histograms. However,
blocks are created according to a static partitioning of
the image. This is generally inadequate to reflect the
original arrangement of colors in a complex image.

An iterative technique is proposed in(14) to identify
image regions which can potentially represent a given
object, based on color features. Color Histogram In-
tersection is used to evaluate the match between im-
age regions and query objects. Regions of potential
interest are extracted considering a square window,
and shifting it on the image by a fixed number of
pixels in each direction.

A different and more reliable solution requires that
the whole image is segmented into homogeneous
color regions. Chromatic and geometric features of
these regions are matched against corresponding re-
gions in the query model. Segmentation is typically
the hardest problem to be solved. Matching of seg-
mented images with query color patches or segmented
objects is also difficult. In a query by example, the
color patches sketched by the user correspond to his
approximated view of the image searched, rather than
to the true image patches. Shapes of color regions of
database images, as resulted from automatic segmen-
tation, could not fit shapes of regions specified in the
query.

The PICASSO system exploits a hierarchical multi-
resolution segmentation and a graph matching tech-
nique in order to support effective retrieval based on
color regions. The system has been designed mainly
for content based retrieval of paintings and art
images.
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3. HIERARCHICAL COLOR IMAGE SEGMENTATION

Image segmentation is the partition of an image
into a set of non-overlapped regions—homogeneous
with respect to some criteria—whose union covers
the entire image. The number r of regions which are
produced in the segmentation process determines the
level of precision of the image partitionment. Tradi-
tionally, this level is set so as to find a trade-off
between computational complexity and adherence of
representation. The value of r can be determined
adaptively on the basis of a statistical analysis of color
distributions in the sampled color space.(15) However,
in the absence of specific assumptions about images
being stored, one such approach may lead to segmen-
tations which do not meet user’s expectations about
perceptual groups. Moreover, at storage time it is
impossible to forecast the level of precision which will
be requested in the detection of image properties
expressed by users in specific queries. If the segmenta-
tion process fails to detect a region in an image or
performs a segmentation into regions which is differ-
ent from that expressed by the user in the query, that
image will not be retrieved in the searching process.
Both these considerations evidence that, at storage
time, the optimal level of precision cannot be defined.

In the PICASSO system, this hurdle is circum-
vented by creating multiple descriptions of each data,
each one covering a different level of precision. Each
database image is segmented into uniform color re-
gions at different degrees of resolution, so as to obtain
a pyramidal multi-resolution representation.(15)

Chromatic qualities are represented in the CIE
¸* u* v* space, through a set of 128 reference colors,
obtained through competitive learning as discussed in
the following section.

Regions are aggregated at a higher level if they are
adjacent and their average colors differ less than a
predefined threshold. Regions R

i
are aggregated in a

higher-level region by iteratively updating region
clusters at each level separately—starting from the
lowest level—so as to minimize the following energy
associated with the image:
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The first term of the image energy (1) takes into
account region area: the segmented image should not
be composed of too many regions. According to this,
small regions are penalized. The second term in equa-
tion (1) accounts for uniformity of color within the
region: regions composed of pixels with distant colors
are penalized. The third term in equation (1) is con-
cerned with contrast of color between adjacent re-
gions: since regions should be uniform in color,

regions composed of pixels with distant colors are
penalized.

With high a values, large regions are favored with
respect to small ones. High values of b result into
regions with very homogeneous colors. High values of
c avoid the presence of adjacent regions with similar
colors.

The level of resolution of the segmentation is deter-
mined by the combination of values of a, b and c. Low
values of a and c, and high values of b result into a fine
resolution. The higher a and c and the lower b are, the
coarser the resolution is. Image segmentation starts at
the finest level of resolution, where each region corre-
sponds to a pixel. Minimization of the image energy
(1) is achieved through an Heuristic search approach:
every pair of adjacent regions is checked in order
to verify if their merge decreases the image energy.
The two regions that provide the maximum decrease
of image energy are merged. This process is continued
until a minimum of image energy is reached. At this
step, parameters a, b and c are changed, so that a new
minimum is reached with a lower number of regions.
Parameters a, b and c are updated according to

a (n#1)"c
1 * a (n)

b (n#1)"b (n)/c
2

c(n#1)"c
3 * c (n) c

i
'1.

This procedure is recursively applied until the coarsest
resolution is reached. At this resolution the entire
image is represented by a single region. In Fig. 1, the
image energy and corresponding control parameters
are shown in a segmentation process. Discontinuities
of the image energy correspond to changes of the
control parameters.

At the end of the segmentation process, for a color
image I, N segmented images I

n
, n"1, 2, N,

are obtained, such that I
n

has a lower number of
regions than I

n~1
. Image I is described through a

multi-layered graph as that sketched in Fig. 2. Each
region R

k
in image I

n
is represented by a node »

n,k
of the graph G. Node »

n,k
is connected through intra-

level links to nodes which represent neighboring color
regions. »

n,k
is connected through inter-level links to

its son nodes at layer n!1.
The graph G is a multi-resolution index of the

chromatic content of image I, which stores both the
chromatic and the positional information extracted
through the segmentation process.

4. COLOR REGION REPRESENTATION

In order to support effective retrieval by content of
paintings, the perceptually uniform CIE ¸*u*v* color
space has been chosen, such that close distances in the
color space correspond to close distances for the
user’s perception. This property holds almost every-
where in this space, except for some hues (Red exhibits
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Fig. 1. Image energy behavior in a segmentation process.

a larger range than Green and Blue; colors close to
grey are poorly discriminated). The computation of
a perceptually meaningful color distance between two
generic points in the ¸*u*v* space, requires to evalu-
ate the length of the shortest path linking the two

points.(16) Due to its complexity, such computation
cannot be carried out in real time. Alternative ways
must be foreseen to correct the error introduced by
the approximation of the color distance with the Eu-
clidean distance, in the case of distant colors.
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Fig. 2. Intra-level and inter-level links between color regions at different resolution levels.

In our approach, a uniform tessellation of the
¸*u*v* space has been performed and the number of
colors has been reduced to a small set of reference
colors c

i
. Clustering is obtained using an improved

version of the standard K-means algorithm.(17) Com-
petitive learning has been adopted for grouping points
in the color space, as in Reference (18). The number of
reference colors is chosen so that the distance between
two generic colors belonging to the same tessel is well
approximated by the Euclidean distance. From our
experiments, we found that 128 colors suffice to
achieve a reasonable compromise between accuracy
and computational effort. Distances between refer-
ence colors are computed according to Reference (16)
and stored in a matrix A.

4.1. Region description

Color regions are modeled through their spatial
location, area, shape, average color, and a binary
128-dimensional color vector. Each entry in the color
vector corresponds to a reference color. If a reference
color is present in the region, its corresponding entry
in the color vector is set to 1 (0 otherwise).

At the coarsest resolution, the image is represented
by a single region and the color vector retains
the global color characteristics for the entire image.
As the resolution increases, regions correspond to
smaller areas in the image and therefore have a small-
er number of reference colors. For a generic region
Rn (at level n of resolution), with k child regions
Rn~1

1
, 2 , Rn~1

k
(at level n!1 of resolution) the color

vector C
v
(Rn)"McRn

1
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128
N is computed as the

union of the color vectors associated with child re-
gions. Each entry cRn

i
is therefore modeled as
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Figure 3 shows different steps of segmentation and
corresponding incremental descriptions for a sample
painting.

Region area is evaluated as the ratio between the
number of region pixels dR and image pixels dI:

A (R)"
dR

dI

Region position is evaluated as the absolute posi-
tion of its centroid (x6 , y6 ) :
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Region shape is modeled using the first 13 central
moments k

i,j
defined as

k
i, j
" +

(x,y)|R
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5. COLOR IMAGE RETRIEVAL

PICASSO system supports retrieval by visual
example of images with one or more colored regions.

Queries are formulated through visual examples.
Regions can be either sketched and then filled with
appropriate colors (as in Fig. 4), or extracted from
images, for example taken from a previous query
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Fig. 3. Segmentation of a painting. The original image and segmented images are shown. The color vector
of each region is computed as the union of the color vectors of its child regions.

Fig. 4. The PICASSO interface. The user can sketch region contours and select the appropriate region
color from a color picker. In this example region color, position and area have been selected for the retrieval

process (lighter buttons in the left bottom part of the screen).
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Fig. 5. Region contours can be sketched from database images.

output (as in Fig. 5). Similarity of color regions takes
into account either chromatic qualities of sketched
regions, or a combination of chromatic and spatial
attributes (region area, location, elongation, orienta-
tion).

At database population time, images are automati-
cally segmented and modeled through a pyramid
structure as expounded in Section 3. The highest node
of each pyramid includes both the binary color vector
associated with the whole image, and the full image
color histogram. Color histograms are used to com-
pute the similarity between two images according to
their global chromatic content. A color index file is
built, storing the color vectors associated with the
highest node of each image pyramid. It helps in select-
ing the set of candidate images containing regions
with the same colors as the query. The color index file
has 128 entries, one for each reference color. Each
entry storing a list of database images where that
reference color is present.

Given a query, the color index file is used, to select
a set of candidate images that contain regions with the
same colors as the query. Unrelevant images which do
not contain some region with the same color as the
query are filtered out.

The pyramid structure of each candidate image is
analyzed in order to find the best matching region
R

I
for each query region R

Q
.

Given a query region Q
R
, the method used to find

the best matching region of an image can be sum-
marized as follows:

procedure match (R
Q
, G)

Let V be the vertex of the pyramid G

Initialize the match M"0
analyze (V, R

Q
)

return M
end

procedure analyze (V, R
Q
)

Let C be the color of R
Q

if C is contained in the color vector of V
Compute the match ¹ between R

Q
and V, ac-

cording to (2)
if ¹'M

update M with ¹

if V is a leaf
stop

else
let »

1
, 2 , »

K
be the children of the current

node
for k"1 to K

analyze (»
k
, R

Q
)

end

A matching score M between a query region R
Q

and a database image region R
I

is computed as the
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Fig. 6. Retrieved images of the query of Fig. 4.

weighted sum of the distances (d
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ciated with color, position, area and shape distances.
A similarity coefficient for the whole image is evalu-

ated as the sum of scores of the best matching image
regions for each query region, S"+N

i/1
M

i
.

Results of the query in Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 6.
All the retrieved images include a red-like color patch
with position and area similar to the query. The
system allows retrieval of images with non-uniform
reddish color, with different degrees of brightness and
saturation. Figures 7 and 8 show results of the same
query when either the area or the position are selected
as relevant features. Figure 9 shows the results ob-
tained for the query in Fig. 5.

Figure 10 shows a query with multiple color re-
gions. Retrieved images are shown in Fig. 11. The

effects of the multi-resolution segmentation can be
noticed by considering that in most retrieved images
the green patch is not uniform, but is rather a mosaic
of different green colors. However, these different
colors are perceived as a uniform green patch by most
users.

PICASSO system also supports retrieval by global
color similarity. The user can switch back and forth
from querying by color regions to querying by global
color similarity. Querying by global similarity allows
retrieval of images with similar global chromatic con-
tent, without taking into account the location of color
regions in the image plane. This is useful, for example,
to investigate the use of similar colors in different
painters, or the use of similar chromatic content in
different paintings of the same author. Retrieval by
global color similarity is carried out by evaluating the
correlation between the color histogram of the query
image and that of database images. In Fig. 12, one of
the output images of Fig. 11 has been picked up and
used as a new query. It can be noticed from this
example that the output includes many paintings of
the same author (Cezanne).

Effectiveness of image retrieval based on color re-
gions was tested on a set of users, to analyze to what
extent the similarity, as it is estimated by the system,
is close to the similarity perceived by humans. We
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Fig. 7. Retrieved images of the same query as in Fig. 4 but considering only color and area features.

Fig. 8. Retrieved images of the same query as in Fig. 4 but considering only color and position features.
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Fig. 9. Retrieved images of the query of Fig. 5.

Fig. 10. User sketched query looking for paintings with a blue region in the upper part and a green region
in the lower part.
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Fig. 11. Retrieved images of the query of Fig.10.

Fig. 12. Example of image retrieval by global color similarity.
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Fig. 13. System precision and recall.

collected answers from 30 people with university edu-
cation. These were students in the fine art field (65%),
and students in other fields like engineering and litera-
ture education (35%). In the test, we used a database
of 400 color images (selected by experts on the basis of
the objective of the test) and 10 sample queries. For
each query, we asked the system to retrieve the most
similar database images. Each query was processed
three times, corresponding to the selection of the
following features: color/area, color/position and
color/position/area. Retrieved images were shown to
the users which were asked to evaluate how many
retrieved images were unrelevant and how many non-
retrieved images were relevant. By averaging users
answers, we derived a set of performance figures in
terms of precision P and recall R. In Fig. 13, values of
R and P are reported. Values of these parameters are
presented for the three different types of query: by
color/position, by color/area, by color/area/position.
The best values of R and P were obtained for
color/position queries. In fact, position is an average
measure of pixels coordinates. Therefore, the match is

not too much sensitive to differences between query
and image regions. If the area is taken into account,
high matching scores are obtained only if the region
sketched in the query closely corresponds to the re-
gion detected in the segmentation process.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a system that supports
effective retrieval based on color regions through a hi-
erarchical multi-resolution image segmentation. To
cope with human perception of colors, image chro-
matic features are represented through a set of refer-
ence colors, obtained from a uniform tessellation of
the ¸*u*v* color space.

The system allows retrieval of images based both on
local and global chromatic features. Queries are per-
formed either by sketching colored regions or picking
up images from a previous output. Multi-resolution
segmentation allows the system to cope with dissimil-
arities between regions expressed in the query and
those in the database images.
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